
INNOVATIVE 3RD GENERATION COMPRESSED
SENSING TECHNOLOGY 

HIGHEST RESOLUTION WITH 0.05 mm VOXEL SIZE 

LARGE SINGLE SCAN FOV 

FASTEST SCAN TIME 

GREEN LOW DOSE WITH HIGH QUALITY IMAGES 

 NO COMPROMISE

* This promotion is valid for
a limited time only.

* This promotion is valid for
a limited time only. The Green X utilizes a

proprietary 49.5 µm high 
resolution x-ray sensor, which makes it
the �nest pixel and highest resolution 
CBCT available on the market today.

Upgrade Protection and
Trade-in Available



Vatech dramatically improves its image quality with much less artifact and 
noise via its Compressed Sensing Technology (CST), iterating its reconstruction 
process 10 times more than the normal amount to depict the object’s true 
representation.

INNOVATIVE 3RD GENERATION OF 
COMPRESSED SENSING TECHNOLOGY 

With its 4cm x 4cm volume mode and 50 micron voxel size, the endo mode 
will optimize treatment of highly-focused regions of interest. It is ideal for 
endodontic use because the dentist is able to achieve an extraordinary image 
in a high-resolution voxel size.

HIGHEST RESOLUTION WITH 0.05 mm 
VOXEL SIZE

Due to its scan time, the Green X minimizes motion artifact and enables faster 
work�ow. It produces superb diagnostic images, which will be a source of 
pride for any dental practice. Focusing on the highest quality of patient care, 
Vatech strives to improve the health and safety of your patients.

FASTEST SCAN TIME

Ceph
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sec

CBCT

2.9
sec

3.9
sec

Pano

The Green X o�ers a range of selectable �elds of view. The Multi FOV option 
allows users to select the optimum FOV mode while minimizing exposure to 
areas that are not in the region of interest. The selection includes the 
following FOV sizes for diagnostic needs: 18x15, 16x11, 16x9, 12x9, 8x8, 8x5, 
5x5 and 4x4. These options cover the full arch region, sinus and left/right 
TMJ, and suits most oral surgery cases and multiple implant surgeries.
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